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Abs t rae~Two box-type solar ovens were performance tested under various measured solar intensity 
conditions. One oven was the Kerr-Cole Eco-cooker assembled from a prefabricated cardboard kit. The 
second model was made of plywood and involved more elaborate construction. We adopt a simple 
parameter-free index to aid in the comparison of oven performance. Unlike other oven test procedures this 
index emphasizes the dynamic cooking capability of the ovens. We find that despite a substantially reduced 
thermal capacity the cardboard oven exhibited a maximum temperature and sufficient thermal stability for 
cooking similar quantities of food to that of the plywood model. The prospects for large scale introduction 
of the ovens in Nicaragua is evaluated in terms of local needs and interest. 

INTRODUCTION 

There  has been considerable  recent interest [1 3] in 
the applicabil i ty of  solar ovens in developing, partic- 
ularly equatorial ,  countries.  Solar ovens of  various 
cons t ruct ions  [4] have been shown to effectively cook 
many  foods and  seem part icularly appeal ing as an 
energy efficient al ternat ive in areas where wood or 
fossil fuels are t ime consuming  to collect, expensive, 
or simply unobta inable .  The economics,  versatility, 
durabil i ty,  and  cultural  appeal of  the devices are some- 
times overlooked considera t ions  but  are t remen- 
dously impor t an t  issues tha t  must  be considered in 
the potent ial  large-scale adop t ion  of  this appropr ia te  
technology device. 

In this article we consider the per formance  of  two 
simple box-type solar ovens tha t  have been in t roduced 
by one of  us (W.F.L.)  in Nicaragua and  subsequent ly 
constructed and  utilized in several agricultural  and  
l ight- industry collectives. (For  a review of  the status 
of  a l ternate  energy, part icularly solar~ technology in 
Nicaragua sec [5 8] and  references therein.) The rela- 
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tive per formance  of  the two oven types is compared  

in side by side experiments.  One of  the goals of  this 
study is to determine if the added expense in materials  
and const ruct ion time required for the plywood model 
is necessary for per formance  reasons, for durabil i ty  
requirements  or because of  the preference of  the 
people who use the ovens. The ovens do differ sig- 
nificantly in the technical  skills, materials,  and time 
commi tmen t  required for construct ion.  

We begin with a discussion of  the design criteria 
used in choosing the oven geometry and construction 
materials.  We then describe the measurement  methods  
used in the oven compar i son  tests and report  the 
results. The experiments  were conducted dur ing the 
rainy season to test per formance  under  the most  
adverse condi t ions  tha t  will be faced in actual oven 
use. The ovens are rectangular  glass top boxes mea- 
suring roughly 1' by 2' by 2' tha t  under  bright  sun can 
br ing a 2 liter quant i ty  of  water from ambien t  to 
boiling tempera ture  in under  hal f  an hour.  

To quant i fy  such " 'cooking" experiments  a simple, 
parameter-free,  performance index is described and 
computed  for each oven under  a variety of  solar  inten- 
sity condit ions.  We suggest the adopt ion  of  such a 
s tandard  performance criteria for all passive solar 
architecture devices so that  efficiency compar isons  can 
be readily made. Previously in t roduced thermal  per- 
formance tests have been used to measure the static 
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efficiency or load capacity of  box-type ovens [2]. We 
are primari ly interested in the usefulness of  the ovens 
in rea l  cooking si tuat ions tha t  exist, for example, in 
rural settings in developing countries.  The perform- 
ance index in t roduced here reflects this concern by 
quant i fying the cooking capacity of  the oven under  
the d y n a m i c  condi t ions  of  prolonged use dur ing 
changing a tmospher ic  ( temperature,  cloud cover and  
solar angle) condit ions.  We conclude with a discussion 
of  the relative merits of  the two oven types based 
on their performance,  ease and  expense of  construc-  
tion, and  expressed preference of  the groups of  
Nicaraguans  involved in the project. 

SIZE AND S H A P E  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  

The oven per formance  is based on the fact tha t  the 
input solar energy enters th rough  the top glass area 
and is lost as heat,  radia t ion  and conduct ion  th rough  
all six sides of  the box. The ovens, basically simple 
boxes with glass tops, are described in the following 
section. Thus,  one would like to maximize the top 
area relative to the other  five sides. The op t imum ratio 
of top area to tha t  of  the sides and  bot tom,  with 
alt i tude fixed at unity, is obta ined by a circular oven. 
Consider  the rat io : 

top area 

Rc~r~,~ sides+Gp+bottom~rea 
7r r  2 r 

= 2nrh  + 2 n r  2 - 2t* + 2 r  ( 1 ) 

For  r = h = 1 this yields a rat io R~ircte = 0.25. The 
difficulty in construct ing circular (disc) ovens is obvi- 
ously prohibi t ive (not  to ment ion  inefficient when 
used with rectangular  cooking pots) and  we therefore 
confine our  discussion to box shape ovens. For  a 
square box with the same area as in the circular case, 
i.e. l 2 = nr  2, the rat io Rbo x is, 

l 2 l 

RBo~ 4Ih + 2i"- 4h + 21 

= ,/"nr (2) 

4h + 2 x / /nr  

For  r = h = 1 the ratio RBox is 0.235 which is only 
8% less than in the circular case. Rectangular  ovens 
are essentially no less efficient than square ones. For  
a box with a 2 : l aspect rat io we have : 

2/2 I 

R .... = 6 l h + 4 i  ~ = 3 h + 2 l  (3) 

Subst i tut ing 2l: = nr  2 into the ratio, R~c, and  again 
using r = h = 1 we obta in  a ratio of  0.227. 

In practice the greatest energy loss from a func- 
t ioning oven is f rom the glass to wood or glass to 
ca rdboard  interface a r o u n d  the top edge. This is due 
bo th  to cons t ruc t ion  effects and  the greater  thermal  
conductivi ty of  glass to tha t  of  wood. A square oven 
minimizes "glass per imeter"  length and  is thus  slightly 
opt imal  over a rectangular  box. We are current ly  opti- 
mizing the oven design based on the results of  Nand-  
wani 's  [3] study of the thermal  capacity and  efficiency 
of  box-type solar cookers. 

The alt i tude of the box should be as small as pos- 
sible commensura te  with the height of  the cooking 
containers  to be used. This follows directly from 
the previous heat loss argument and is furthered by the 
fact that ,  for solar posi t ions far from zenith, the box 
side facing the sun will cast a shadow directly on the 
black cooking plate. This acts to reduce the plate area 
that  is collecting direct solar radia t ion and permits a 
fraction of  the plate to radiatively cool. 

It is for these reasons tha t  we chose the nearly 
square, shallow, oven designs for study. In any real- 
world application,  ease of  const ruct ion and operat ion 
are of  p a r a m o u n t  importance,  and  rectangular  ovens 
are certainly superior  in these respects as well. 

OVEN DESCRIPTIONS 

The two ovens chosen for this study are similar in 
concept  but  differ in ways that  make performance 
compar isons  significant. The ovens are nearly square 
boxes with glass tops to t ransmit  the sunlight and  
reflecting walls to redirect the reflected sunlight  to the 
blackened,  absorbing,  metal  cooking conta iner  placed 
in the oven. The glass is nearly opaque  to the internally 
re-radiated infrared radia t ion (the greenhouse effect). 
Sealing of  the corners to prevent  air flow and  insu- 
lat ion in the sides and  b o t t o m  permit  reasonable  cook- 
ing temperatures  to develop within the oven (see the 
Results section for details). 

This simple design has the advantage  of  ease of  
construct ion,  use of  simple materials,  low cost, and 
convenient  operat ion.  The addi t ion of  one or two 
plane reflectors increases the obtained oven tem- 
perature,  part icularly at  low sun angles, while requir- 
ing very little addi t ional  cons t ruct ion  or adjus tment  
dur ing cooking hours  (especially at  tropical latitudes). 
Both ovens utilize single addi t ional  reflector panels 
that  doubled  as protective lids when the ovens were 
not  in use. These features make  the simple box cooker  
far more  appropr ia te  for tropical use than the high- 
tech solar cooking concent ra tors  that  have not  proven 
successful in past  a t tempts  to introduce ovens to equa- 
torial countries [8]. 

The first oven we studied (hereafter  KC) is made 
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almost entirely of  construction quality corrugated 
cardboard of  approximately ~ inch thickness. It was 
assembled from a prefabricated kit according to the 
instructions provided by the manufacturer  (Kerr-Cole 
Solar, P.O. Box 27417, Tempe, AZ 85282, U.S.A.) 
except for the addition of  2" of  styrofoam insulation 
on the oven bottom. The overall dimensions are 11" 
by 25" by 29", the top glass opening is 18" by 22", 
and the inside black floor plate is 17" by 22" leaving 
approximately 3" for wall and bot tom insulation. The 
black metal sheet is 0.3 mm thick aluminum. The 
sides consist of  seven thicknesses of  cardboard and a 
diagonal space bar to create an insulating air pocket. 
The inside available cooking space is 8~" deep under 
a single pane of  common window glass. The reflector, a 
21.5" by 28" cardboard sheet, is faced with aluminum 
foil as are all the inside surfaces. Photographs of  
both ovens can be found in Fig. 1 (KC oven at left). 

Food is introduced into the oven by lifting the top 
assembly (lid, glass, and reflector) off the oven. In 
both ovens blackened cooking pots are placed directly 
on the blackened metal cooking plate. As mentioned 
previously the plate was found to maintain a highly 
uniform temperature even when part of  the surface 

is under shadow. Heating of  the food containers is 
therefore primarily by direct conduction from the 
cooking surface and also by conduction from the air 
heated above the sheet and direct absorption of  radi- 
ation by the pots themselves. Re-radiation from the 
oven is minimized by appropriate choice of  the type 
of  glass, the thickness of  the glass and in the wooden 
oven, by the use of  two planes of  glass. 

It is estimated that one person starting from uncut 
cardboard supplies can construct an oven of  this type 
in one day. A time consuming aspect of  the fabrication 
process is aluminizing all the interior cardboard sur- 
faces to reduce radiation losses. Fourteen different 
pieces of  cardboard in nine different sizes are required 
for construction. 

The second oven (hereafter N) is based on a design 
that has been studied by Nandwani  [3] at the National  
University of  Costa Rica and modified by W.F.L. in 
two years of  field use in Guatemala  and Nicaragua. 
It is made primarily of  half-inch thick plywood and 
measures 10.5" by 28.5" by 33" and utilizes two planes 
of  glass separated by a 2 cm space. The outer plane 
of glass forms the box top and measures 26" by 31" 
while the inner plane rests on the top of  the interior 

Fig. 1. The KC (cardboard oven on left) and N (plywood oven on right) ovens discussed in the text. 
The top of the KC oven is removed for access to the cooking space while the door on the front is used 
to enter the N oven. The oven lids are aluminized and can be oriented for maximum indirect solar 

energy collection. Photograph taken at UNAN Department of Physics, Managua, Nicaragua. 
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insulating walls and measures 24.5" by 28". The inside 
black plate (floor) is the same size as the smaller glass 
sheet and is 6" below the glass (resulting in a shallower 
cooking space than the Kerr-Cole oven). There are 2" 
of fiberglass insulation in the oven walls and 3" under 
the aluminum floor (0.75" thick). The cooking pots 
(also painted black for improved heat absorption) are 
placed directly on the metal plate and heat primarily 
by conduction. The inside surface of the oven is 
aluminized. 

Food is introduced through an insulated hinged 
door in the front wall of the oven. The perimeter 
of this door contributed significantly to heat loss, 
however this can be reduced by careful workmanship 
and by locating the frame inside the door to cover the 
cracks. 

Inexperienced workers can construct these ovens at 
the rate of about one per week per person. In practice 
both ovens are often made by groups under the guid- 
ance of an experienced carpenter which reduces the 
construction time considerably. 

M E A S U R E M E N T  M E T H O D S  

In September, October and December of 1988 side 
by side measurements were made on the two types 
of passive solar ovens comparing their performance 
under identical environmental conditions. The fact 
that the rainy season was in progress during our tests 
did not greatly alter the maximum ambient tem- 
perature but did significantly reduce the intervals of 
uninterrupted sunshine that we received. The mean 
ambient temperature in western Nicaragua exhibits a 
5 to 10"C increase during the dry season and the cloud 
coverage is significantly reduced during the daylight 
hours during this season [9]. We found the cloud 
coverage to be the more significant of the two factors 
and we can expect an increase from the roughly 140°C 
peak values we observed during the rainy season to 
peak plate temperatures in the 160-180°C regime dur- 
ing the summer. In rainy or dry season, therefore, the 
ovens have thus proved their worth as cooking devices 
as they can maintain a sufficient temperature for boil- 
ing type food preparation. 

The data exhibited greater than 20% minute by 
minute variations in solar intensity due to the 
intermittent c l o u d  c o v e r  characteristic of the tropical 
rainy season [10]. We see in the oven comparison 
data (Figs 2-4) that the temperature fluctua- 
tions were averaged out by the thermal capacity of 
the ovens and did not greatly alter the cooking 
capabilities of the ovens. The study was carried out at 
the Estaci6n Actinometrica "VADSTENA" of the 
University of Central America (U.C.A.) in Managua, 
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Nicaragua, to take advantage of the accurate solar 
intensity data regularly recorded there. The station, 
on the flat roof of a classroom building, is at latitude 
12 01', longitude 8625'  and elevation 132 m above 
sea level. 

We recorded the time required for both ovens to 
heat from ambient to peak temperature values and 
the temperature stability with and without a thermal 
load in side by side comparisons under measured solar 
intensity conditions. An equal volume of water in a 
blackened cooking pot was placed in each oven to 
simulate a volume of food to be cooked. 

The temperature measurements were collected from 
zincrumel metal electrodes mounted near the edge of 
the metal heating plates that, like the cooking pots. 
are in direct thermal contact with the cooking vessels. 
This positioning was necessary due to the electrode 
geometry, however, spot measurements taken away 
from the walls showed less than a 5 C  variation across 
the iron plate. This uniformity is not surprising due 
to the high conductivity of the metal sheet. Direct and 
diffuse solar intensity data was recorded concurrently 
with the oven and ambient temperature data. 

P E R F O R M A N C E  INDEX 

A number of researchers are currently constructing 
and testing solar ovens [1, 3, 5, 12] of various designs 
and materials. A standardized measure that is inde- 
pendent of oven parameters and solar intensity in- 
formation is needed for direct comparison of oven 
performance. Nandwani [3],  for example, has 
determined the efficiency of ovens of various design 
specifications and formulated models of thermal con- 
duction, radiation and re-radiation effects in the box 
cookers. Mullick e t  al.  [2] have provided a series of 
test procedures for rating the performance of box- 
type solar cookers. The simplest algorithm explored 
in their study is a straightforward difference measure 
of the achieved oven temperature to the ambient 
value. The insulation on a horizontal oven surface, H, 
is used to normalize the index: I = ( T o v e n - T ~ m b ) / H .  

This index is useful in rating the efficiency of the oven 
at a given moment or as a running index of oven 
performance. 

While this approach is useful, we suggest an even 
more simplified system where only a knowledge of 
the oven and ambient temperature is utilized without 
reference to the thermal characteristics of any par- 
ticular part of the cooker. In this way the resulting 
index reflects the ability of the oven to maintain a 
cooking temperature irrespective of the geometry, 
materials or details of the construction. Furthermore 
ambient and peak temperature data for the ovens 
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Fig. 2. Case I : heating curves for the two ovens. The light dotted curve is the ambient temperature, the 
solid line is for the KC oven and the dashed line corresponds to the N oven. After the initial heating phase 
the plywood (N) oven maintained a more uniform and higher plate temperature. The temperature fluc- 
tuations are due to changing cloud cover during the experiment. The first 30 minutes of the plot, during 
which time the oven was heating up, are assigned to the changing phase of the PI calculation (see Table l) 

while the remaining 2 hours are considered to be stable, or thermally equilibrated. 

dur ing  prolonged field use is of  great value in analysis 
of  oven effectiveness and  very simple equipment  is 
sufficient for this da ta  to be recorded by the people 
using these ovens on a day- to-day basis. We have 
adopted  the parameter  free index : 

f t, [T, ....... -- T a m b ]  dt 
) 

PI = (4) 

f ': T~,mh dt 
c, 

where T,m~, is the ambient  a tmospher ic  temperature.  
This index simply normalizes the total  integrated heat- 
ing (performance)  achieved by the oven relative to 
tha t  of  the ambien t  envi ronment .  We find this simple 
index more  useful than  more  sophist icated models  
tha t  require the calculat ion of  solar radia t ion param-  
eters (see, for example [3] and  [10]; and  see [11] for 
basic engineering principles for passive solar devices). 
For  an oven tha t  main ta ins  a cons tan t  100~C tem- 
pera ture  for an hour  while the ambien t  tempera ture  
is 35°C the P I  would be : 

f ' :  [ 6 5 C ] d t  
6 O  

= 0  

P I =  , 6o = 1.86, (5) 

f [35C1 dt 
= 0 

with time in minutes. In the following sections we 
use this index to compare  the heat ing times, thermal  
stability, and  thermal  capacity while cooking foods of  
the two ovcn types. 

At  the V A D S T E N A  solar measurement  s tat ion 
direct and  diffuse solar i rradiance data  was available 
from detectors si tuated next to the ovens. We were 
thus able to evaluate the usefulness of  the PI  as an 
indicator  of  oven performance to that  obta ined  by 
calculating the oven efficiency by more t radi t ional  
techniques.  

RESULTS 

The principal  tests we used to evaluate  the per- 
formance of  the ovens were : 
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Fig. 3. Case II : heating curves for ovens with a 2.0 liter thermal load. The legend is as in Fig. 2 (dotted is 
ambient, solid is KC, and dashed is N). The first 60 min of the plot are assigned to the changing phase of 

the PI calculation (see Table 1) while the remaining 2 hours are considered to be stable. Again, see Table I. 

(i) empty oven heating times and subsequent tem- 
perature stability during intermixed clear and 
cloudy conditions, 

(it) heating and subsequent temperature stability 
comparison with 2.0 liter water thermal loads in 
each oven, and 

(iii) cooling curves for unloaded ovens, initially in 
direct sunlight, that were covered and allowed to 
cool. 

The data from these measurements are presented in 
Figs 2~4 and the associated P /compar i son  in Table 1. 
Tests (i) and (it) were performed for straightforward 
comparison of  the temperature stability and actual 
cooking performance of  the ovens. Test (iii) provided 
an unambiguous comparison of  the thermal capacity, 
as measured as heat retention in the absence of  inci- 
dent solar energy, of  each oven. We will discuss these 
tests in order in the following paragraphs. In each 
plot of  oven temperature the ambient (atmospheric) 
temperature is plotted as a thin dotted line, while the 
KC and plywood oven values are plotted as solid and 
dashed curves, respectively. 

The unloaded oven tests (i) demonstrate the ob- 
vious advantages and disadvantages of  the cheaper 

cardboard (KC) oven: small thermal capacity. The 
KC oven heated slightly faster than the plywood oven 
(see Fig. 2: time 0-30 min). While rapidity of  heating 
is certainly beneficial, cooking occurs during a pro- 
longed time in passive ovens and over the 2 hours of  
oven operation (Fig. 2: time 30-150 min) the plywood 
oven maintained a 10 to 20% higher operating tem- 
perature and exhibited a somewhat greater resistance 
to temperature fluctuations induced by changing 
cloud cover. During test (i) the cloud cover was inter- 
mittent and the highest temperature recorded (for the 
plywood oven) was 158"C. 

In Fig. 3 we present heating curves for the KC and 
plywood ovens, each of  which contained a pot  of  2.0 
liters of  water which we utilized as the thermal "cook-  
ing" load. This test (it) was intended to simulate actual 
cooking conditions with a loaded oven. The principal 
difference from case (i) is the increased time required 
for the ovens to reach a reasonable cooking tem- 
perature. For  example, the unloaded ovens required 
approximately 30 min to reach 120°C, while the 
loaded ovens required rougbly an hour. Again we see 
that the superior thermal capacity of  the plywood 
oven resulted in a somewhat higher maximum 
temperature and temperature stability during cloudy 
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ca lcula t ing  the changing PI as indicated in Table  1. 
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Table  1. Pe r fo rmance  Index  (PI) compar i son  for the c a r d b o a r d  (KC) and  
p lywood  (N) ovens under  the three test cases (i iii) as discussed in the text. 
For  each test case two PI  values  are given for each oven. The first, or 
changing, value is tha t  PI  du r ing  the heating (cases i, ii) or cool ing (case iii) 
phases.  The second PI  for each oven, the stable value is tha t  ob ta ined  after 
hea t ing  in cases (i) and  (ii). The m a x i m u m  PI ob ta ined  in any  15 min  interval  
was 2.77 (oven N, case ii). See Figs 2 -4  for the t empera tu re  vs. t ime da ta  for 
each of  the three cases. The da ta  was  col lected and  b inned  in one minu te  

intervals  for ca lcu la t ion  

CASE 

N , 
CASE 1: 

Heating Empty Oven 

CASE 2: 
Heating Loaded Oven 

CASE 3: 
Cooling Empty Oven 

PERFORMANCE INDEX (PI) 

Kerr-Cole Oven 

T changing T stable 

1.87 2.09 

2.45 1.25 

0.77 

Nicaragua Oven 

T changing T stable 

1.81 2.43 

1.29 2.77 

1.46 
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periods. Mcasuron len l  o f  the actual \'~ater lenlpei i l tUl-e 
in tile cooking vessels was also sampled at various 
times during loaded oven tests. We found that once 
the ovens achieved their  peak vahles (Fig. 3: after 45 
60 rain) the pot tempera ture  was within 5 C of 
the plate temperature.  This result lur ther  _justil~.s the 
oer lbrmance index used in this paper  as u reasonable 
measure of oven pe,Tormance. 

Both ovens perfornled comparab ly  and mainta ined 
tile " load"  at abou t  the same wihic For the durat ion 
of  the test. In addi t ion we perl\~rmcd a number  of  
cooking demons t ra t ions  in local collectives in which 
rice, cake and other  li~ods were prepared during the 
roughly one hour  in t roductory  lecture and eaten by 
the audience after the session was completed.  

We have included Fig. 4 to highlight the difl'ercnce 
in thermal  capacity of  the two ovens. In this case (iii) 
tfic ovens were both  removed from direct sunlight at 
tile same time and allowed to cool. The plywood oven 
nlaintained a significantly higher temperature  during 
this time that  obviously reflects the greater thermal  
capacity of  the plywood as well as the rise of two 
planes of  glass. Dur ing the first hour  of  cooling the 
PI  of the plywood oven was 1.46 while thai  of  the 
KC oven was 0.77 (see Table I for colnplete oven 
compar ison statistics). 

A summary  of the per formance  indices for both  
ovens dur ing the test cases (i) (iii) is presented in 
Table 1. We found no appreciable difl'erence in tile 
heat ing time required for either oven while the ply- 
wood oven mainta ined a 10 to 15% higher tem- 
perature during heat ing trials (cases i and it) and a 
significantly higher PI  during cooling (case iii). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The data  we have presented, a long with actual 
cooking experience in the solar ovens, indicates that  
bo th  ovens in this test perform quite efficiently under  
bo th  partially obscured and clear sun condit ions.  

Both ovens have demonst ra ted  their use in day-to- 
day cooking as a useful addi t ion to the food prep- 
ara t ion devices in an equator ial  setting or fuel scarce 
envi ronment .  The pr imary function of  either the ply- 
wood or wood oven is in the heating or boiling of  rice. 
beans or o ther  such foodstuf 's.  We have shown that  
DotD ovens can main ta in  a large thermal  load at a 
sufficient tempera ture  to transfer  to the food the 4.2 
kJ /kg C necessary tier boiling purposes.  

The advantage  of the plywood oven emerges when 
part ly cloudy and unpredictable  precipitation con- 
ditions prevail. The higher peak and more uniform 
temperatures  obta ined in the plywood oven indicate 
that  there will be days dur ing the rainy season when 
a meal placed in the oven will cook while in tile card- 
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bo:.nd o \en  ~t ]ongel crooking tinle n14\ be: rcqttuc`<i 
l::or I'o~ds such  ~ls beans that +,ire c t l r r e n t h  boiled 
f*l{'t'lli~]/tl t)n LI t,as. stove the inclcased c.'ot+khlE time 
rccluil+Cd i l l  tile KC oxen max pt-o\c too much ,,t 
~l dt-<tx~back in ( e n t r a l  Amer i ca  par t i cu la r l y  il" the 
ovens ',ire to be tlsod for i11osl o f  ti le veal .  This  i> 
especial ly tlUC in the relat ively con ln lon  t rop ica l  coi l -  
dillon of  morn ing  sun, midday showers, and sun again 
late in the af ternoon.  At+ advantage  of  the plywood 
oven is that it can be left una t tended and survive the 
midday showers. The disadvantages  of  the oven tire 
the relative high cost el" constrt ict ion materials lind 
the difficulty and time required t\+r the process. 

The Kerr-Cole Solar Oven is highly ellicicnt, light. 
and easy to tlsc. It is of lo\~ cost lind the ease o1 
construct ion provides a t remendous  advantage  for 
htrge-scale introdttct ion of  this ;'cry. appropr ia te  tech- 
nology. Given tile similarity in performance of  the 
two ,<+;'ells in actual heat ing tests (case ii and demon-  
strat ions in Nicaraguan agricultural collectives) we 
would expect KC ovens to be selected for large-scale 
int roduct iou oF solar ox.cn technology to a coun t r \  
such as Nicaragua.  The simplicity and low cost (in 
materials arid construct ion time) of  the cardboard  
ovens might be so great that  replacement of  tile 
occasional rain soaked ca rdboard  cooker  make it the 
superior choice for some areas. For  in t roduct ion to 
sub-Saharan  climates the lack of  rain al together  and 
scarcity of cooking fuels nlay make the KC ovcn, 
perhaps introduced on a large scale as a development  
project, n t remendous  economic boom. Tile nlanu- 
l'acturcr of the KC oven also produces a larger Patio 
Solar Box Cooker  arid distr ibutes guidelines for 
"+weatherguarding'L or adding a plywood outer box 
for  their ovens. 

Native Nicaraguan craf tsmen (primarily men} and 
cooks (primarily women),  however, uniformly pre- 
ferred tile more substantial  appearance  and durabil i ty  
of  the wooden ovens and always selected il l\~r con- 
struction during the demons t ra t ion  workshops  we 
conducted in Nicaragua.  A number  of  agricultural 
collectives were even interested in construct ing and 
market ing the plywood solar ovens to neighboring 
combines.  

The usefulness of passive solar ovens is by no means 
confined to the prepara t ion  of  food. Ciochetti  and 
Mctcalf  [12]~ for example, have studied the ten> 
perature and dura t ion  of  heat ing required to pasturize 
con tamina ted  liquids. They find that  bringing water 
to 6 0 C  is sufficient to decontamina te  California river 
water. Field tests in lowland watersheds in Guate-  
mala, Nicaragua lind Costa Rica are planned for 1989 
[13]. In our  cast study (it) we easily obta ined ten> 
peratures well over 100(7 in 2.0 liter water samples, hi- 
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expens ive  t e rnpe ra tu re  i nd i ca to r s  c o u l d  be d i s t r i bu t ed  

wi th  the  oven  kits  a l o n g  wi th  i n s t r u c t i o n s  for u s i ng  

the  o v e n s  for wa te r  d e c o n t a m i n a t i o n .  In a fu tu re  

ar t ic le  we will d i s cuss  a n u m b e r  o f  a p p l i c a t i o n s  for  

the  ovens  as well as r e p o r t i n g  on  the  a c c e p t a n c e  o f  

the  ovens  in a n u m b e r  o f  c o m m u n i t i e s  on  the  Pacific 

C o a s t  o f  N i c a r a g u a  a n d  in G u a t e m a l a  [13]. 
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